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Club Committee for 2017
Our club held committee meetings in January, May, June, July and August this year. All
meetings are held at 7:30 pm at various members’ residences. Please let Secretary Frank
know if you are coming (if not a committee member), or not (if you are on the committee):
ftomas@adam.com.au ; 0497 157 953
Club office bearers for this year are as follows:
President - Peter Kreminski
Vice-President - Robin English
Secretary - Frank Tomas
Treasurer - Regina Rueter
Equipment Officer - Peter Cutten
Map Archivist - Andrew Mogridge
Technical Officer - Jenny Casanova
OSA Council Reps - Jenny Casanova, Andrew Kennedy, (PC, FT and PK as backup)
Club Contact - Peter Kreminski 0414810058; pvk@internode.on.net
Newsletter Editor - Peter Kreminski
Website Manager - Andrew Kennedy
Club Coach - Meredith Rasch
Committee Member - Mark Overton
If you have the time please consider becoming a committee member, as any input would be greatly
appreciated. It is not onerous and you would be warmly welcomed. Of course any club member can
attend a committee meeting if they wish – we meet every 6 to 8 weeks. Please contact any
Committee member as to the exact time and venue.

Newsletter Content
Readers are urged to send contributions to Peter Kreminski, 40 Pridmore Road, Glen Osmond 5064
or pvk@internode.on.net. Unless stated otherwise, all content is authored by Peter Kreminski.
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Club midwinter social event – Frühstück im Das Haus
The club held a very successful breakfast get-together at The Haus, in Hahndorf on Saturday, July
8. Attendance numbers were higher than expected but the number of small children engaged in
Brownian motion made an exact count impossible; thirty would be close to the mark. Regretfully
event coordinator and Club Treasurer, Regina did not attend having the extraordinary bad luck of
driving all the way to the venue, only to lose a window of her car whilst parking. Vice President
Robin English and Jane also were apologies due to car problems. Robin later advised us that if a car
battery becomes flat, one should make sure it’s not in the car blocking the driveway.

Above: Michael Westover enjoying his third or
fourth Bier, whilst Fern Hillyard limits herself to
Schnapps.
Above right: Ann Nolan and Phil Stoeckel enjoyed
a modest breakfast – each tucking into a loaf of
Brot, an oversized Wurst and a kilo of Sauerkraut.

Right: Dorothy and Sara study the menu whilst Jim
and Mia, no longer on talking terms, studiously
ignore one another.
Photos by FT and PK

***

New edition of SA Orienteer Online
Remember that our State Newsletter, the South Australian Orienteer, is now published on line.
Open your email, check the Orienteering SA enews, and follow the link to an excellent and
colourful publication.
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Sunday, August 6: Long OY event at Wirra-Wirra
Our club deserves congratulations for running this event so successfully in such severe weather
conditions, particularly as so many obstacles had to be overcome leading up to it. Hence the author
(PK), as organiser for the day, extends his sincere thanks to all Wallaringans who helped:
Amber Tomas, Peter and Paula Ashforth, Jenny Casanova, Peter Cutten, Robin English, Meredith
Rasch, Mark Overton, Andrew Kennedy, Greg Rowberry, Regina Rueter, Phil Stoeckel, Frank
Tomas, Olivera and Andrew Waterman and Tyson Hillyard.
The Good News
The new map of Wirra-Wirra, an area unused for orienteering for fifteen years, was finished some
months before and Amber had kindly agreed to be the Course Planner, drawing-up twelve courses
for what was the equivalent of a Badge Event. Permission had been granted from Forestry, a key to
the gate had been obtained, and the event advertised. PK met Amber at the event site, taped the
Assembly Area, and walked around part of the map. What could possibly go wrong?
The Bad News
It was decided that direction signs for the event were to be placed both from the south and the west.
Amber had the misfortune of severely straining her back a week before D Day.
The Good News
Jenny Casanova accepted the task of putting out the southerly signs. Amber’s father Frank and
brother-in-law Tyson were able to tape the control sites in good time.
The Bad News
Unfortunately, Frank then had to urgently fly to Western Australian for family reasons.
The Good News
Peter Cutten and PK stepped up to the mark to work with Tyson putting out the controls. Moreover,
last-minute changes were made to the maps by Andrew Kennedy and the printed copies were picked
up from Snap Printers.
The Bad News
High winds and rainfall was forecast for the weekend by the Bureau of Meteorology.
The Good News
A more specific forecast obtained from other sources stated that the weather would not be that
severe in the Wirra-Wirra area. This proved to be correct on the Saturday when the controls were
put out – the three Wallaringans managing to do most in no more than three hours. A shortfall of
four maps was made up by Andrew Kennedy who delivered these A3 sheets to PK’s door.
The Bad News
Sunday, dawned cold, overcast and windy. Then the wind increased and rain began to fall as the
direction signs were being placed. This continued all day except for one or two brief breaks and one
or two episodes of hail. The temperature did not go over 7.
At the assembly area the parking had to be modified and the planned site for the
registration/download tent was abandoned because of boggy ground and the tent erected in a more
elevated area. It consequently blew down, severely damaging it, burying Regina and almost
decapitating Peter Cutten. Fortunately this was at the end of the event and we were helped in
restoring order by a couple driving by. The toilet also became a problem – soon overflowing as a
result of the saturated ground and competitors keeping their hydration up. Eventually this structure
too gave up the unequal struggle and blew down.
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Out in the field the problem was that the creek, which all courses crossed, was now flowing
briskly and knee high at its shallowest point. The question arose as to whether to allow the subjuniors to compete. Fortunately, the dilemma was solved by parents who made the decision
themselves.
Just as the worst was thought to be over, Regina Rueter alerted us that a competitor was
missing. Hasty plans were being put into action for a search when the missing person walked up the
Finish Shute wondering what the fuss was all about. There was, after all, still two minutes to Course
Closure and she had not, moreover, been any more than three hours out.
The pack-up was somewhat chaotic but eventually achieved. Twenty-four controls were left
out in the field, in spite of Andrew Kennedy excelling himself by bringing in nine of the more
distant ones (and a water canister), fording the creek both ways.
To cap the day off, Peter Cutten, towing the Club trailer, was fortunate in being able to stop
in time as a full sized tree was blown across his path on the Williamstown to Kersbrook Road. He
managed a U turn and made it home via an alternate route.
There were 80 pre-entry competitors, we had hoped for at least a hundred, plus 20 or so
Enter-on-Day. As it was, the total numbers were but 67.
PK went to bed with a migraine.
The Good News
Three days later the weather was fine and sunny, the creek only a few centimetres deep and PK with
former Wallaringan, Adam Kreminski, enjoyed collecting the remaining controls (and a component
of the tent). The task was equitably allocated – seven controls to PK, seventeen to Adam.
The Bad News
Lunch was at Williamstown on the way home. There, PK was stung by a wasp; this appeared to be
of that particularly vicious sub-species found only at Wirra-Wirra.
The Irony
PK, who had lobbied long and hard at Committee level to have all event maps printed on
waterproof paper, ended up labelling and bagging all 110 of them. Such is life.

Controls were put
out on the
Saturday. Here,
Tyson Hillyard
and Peter Cutten
are readying
themselves for the
task.
A Forestry
Ranger driving by
saw the controls
laid out on the
ground and
enquired if we
were putting out
rabbit traps.
The implied
metaphor is
rather
appropriate.
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By the Creek
Top: A sub-junior wading through swiftly flowing water
during the event on August 6, and the same site three days
later.
Centre: Much to the photographer’s surprise, some juniors
found that there was no need to wet their feet whilst crossing.
Bottom: Collecting controls three days later in brilliant
sunshine.
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Bunnies in the Forest
Most competitors nevertheless
found the day enjoyable. Here
two newcomers cannot help
laughing as they cross the
creek after failing to follow the
taped leg and making a 180
degree error. They had not
picked up a control
description sheet (which were
given out at Registration
instead of the Start because of
the weather). When it was
pointed out that this
information was on the map as
well, they gave profuse thanks,
checked whether the red end
of the compass needle was
indeed the one pointing north,
laughed again and sloshed off,
disappearing into the rain and
mist.

Wallaringa T shirts
These are available through Jenny Casanova. They are unique in their styling (especially the ¾
sleeve style). They are worth having, not just for orienteering events.
Men’s/women’s ¾ sleeve with blue trim
Unisex t-shirt with orange trim
The ¾ sleeve are $35 and the unisex T-shirt are $30.
Jenny.Casanova@sa.gov.au

Peter Ashforth being
fitted for his shirt at
Wirra-Wirra, but you
don’t have to wait for
the next wet weather
event!
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Remaining Wallaringa events for 2017
The club was committed to running four events this year. The task is not great and gives us a
breather prior to the Australian Championships that will be hosted by South Australia in 2018. The
remaining events are:
Saturday September 16 and Sunday September 17: Night Champs at Narrinyeri Hills
followed by a score event next morning at the same venue. Planner Jenny Casanova,
Organiser Meredith Rasch
It would be appreciated if club members who are attending the above provide assistance if
possible. Further details will be given prior to the event

Club History Corner
Below is a small portion of Wallaringa’s original 1992 Moon Rocks map. It contains a prodigious
amount of detail which the author always found hard to follow and was printed on larger than A3
paper to a scale of 1:10,000. None of the mappers are Club members now, but their reference to
Pink Floyd’s ‘Brain Damage’ as printed on the map demonstrates their musical taste.

